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Dynamic prediction of the
ricker-type model of Portunus
trituberculatus on the basis of
marine environmental factors

Li Gao1, Xuan Bai2 and Yingbin Wang1*

1School of Fishery, Zhejiang Ocean University, Zhoushan, China, 2Department of Fisheries Science,
Chonnam National University, Yeosu, South Korea
Based on the data of Portunus trituberculatus and environmental factors in the

northern East China Sea from 2001 to 2014, a Ricker-type model was used in

investigating the effects of environmental factors on P. trituberculatus

recruitment. The main environmental factors include the area of red tide, sea

level height, sea surface salinity, and typhoon landing times with wind forces

above 6 near the center. We assumed that the distributions of environmental

data vary and selected AIC, BIC, and maximum likelihood as criteria for the

selection of the best distribution of each environmental factor. Environmental

factor data were simulated according to the distributions (repeated 10,000

times). The Ricker model with ln-linear environmental impact was used in

predicting the recruitment of P. trituberculatus under different combinations of

various environmental factors for a given spawning stock biomass. Results

show that the predicted recruitment abundance most likely appears between

10 × 103 and 15 × 103 million individuals, and the probability is approximately

39.56%. The environmental condition in which the four environmental factors

have the best and worst combinations was also simulated. Our results indicate

that red tide and typhoon are the two dominant factors affecting the

recruitment of P. trituberculatus. The results show that at the 5% significance

level, if the recruitment is less than 6.394 × 103 million individuals, then it is

probably under a bad environment condition. Similarly, if recruitment is more

than 28.305 × 103 million individuals, then it is probably under a good

environmental condition. This study provides a technical reference for the

scientific prediction and management of P. trituberculatus and other fishery

resources subjected to various environmental conditions.

KEYWORDS

Portunus trituberculatus, Ricker-type S-R model, environmental factor, recruitment,
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1 Introduction

Portunus trituberculatus, an important commercial crab, is

widely distributed on the coastal waters of South Korea, Japan,

and China (Secor et al., 2002; Sugilar et al., 2012). However, the

yield of P. trituberculatus in China (catch in the East China Sea

area accounts for nearly 50% of the total catch in China)

accounts for approximately 90% of the world’s total amount.

In recent years, owing to the high-intensity utilization of P.

trituberculatus, fluctuations in its resources has attracted

considerable attention. An analysis of the main economic crab

in the north-central part of the East China Sea, as well as existing

resources and maximum sustainable yield, shows that P.

trituberculatus in the area has reached the level of

overexploitation (Yu et al., 2004).

Recruitment, which is impacted by spawning stock biomass

(SSB) and environmental factors, directly affects catch.

Therefore , analyzing the factors that influence P .

trituberculatus recruitment is necessary for the sustainable

utilization and management of its resources (Gilbert, 1997;

Arnott and Ruxton, 2002; Kurota et al., 2020). Fluctuations in

P. trituberculatus catch are caused by sudden increases in the

number of megalopa juveniles, which have a high survival rate

(Shiota, 1993). Barrowman and Myers (1996) found a positive

association between recruitment and SSB and argued that a low

SSB leads to low recruitment. When fecundity and recruitment

decrease, the probability of fishery resource recruitment failure

increases, and the population’s adaptability to environmental

randomness decreases (Lipcius and Stockhausen, 2002).

However, some researchers have a different view and believe

that changes in the number of fishery resource recruitment are

largely affected by living environment conditions (Hjort, 1914;

Planque and Frédou, 1999; Chen and Irvine, 2001; Bian et al.,

2018), especially in the spawning season; thus, the influences of

environmental factors on recruitment should be considered

(Sakuramoto et al., 2010). The recruitment of fishery resources,

such as Gadus, Sardina pilchardus, P. trituberculatus, and some

small pelagic fish are significantly affected by environmental

changes (Yasuda et al., 1999; Solow, 2002; Santojanni et al.,

2006; Ariyama and Secor, 2010; Shentu et al., 2015).

Sakuramoto (2005) emphasized that introducing environmental

factors into the study of S–R relationship is necessary for

exploring dynamic changes in fish populations.

Normally, compared with the other traditional S–R model,

the Ricker model has a more obvious response to an

environment and has been widely used in studying fish

population dynamics (Wilderbuer et al., 2002; Zhang et al.,

2010). Zheng and Kruse (2003) directly added environmental

factors into the Ricker model to establish a novel S–R model for

the three species of Alaskan crab. Moreover, the extended Ricker

model has been used in studying the effects of environmental

factors (sea surface temperature) and spawning stock on the

recruitment of Sardinops melanostictus and Scomber japonicus,
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and the results showed that environmental impacts can be

divided into favorable and unfavorable impacts, which can

change under certain circumstances (Yatsu et al., 2005).

Nonetheless, the living environments of organisms are

complex systems, which contain multiple environmental

factors, and thus many problems in the field of S–R

relationship research of fishery resources remain unresolved.

Studying the relationship between recruitment and

environmental factors has become one of the most important

and difficult tasks in current resource assessment (Hilborn and

Walters, 1992).

Although many studies have been conducted on P.

trituberculatus, they were mainly focused on the impact of

biomass or a single environmental factor on recruitment. The

probability of recruitment under the impacts of different

combinations of environmental factors has not been studied.

In our previous work, we assessed the impact of environmental

factors on the recruitment of P. trituberculatus and developed

two environmentally sensitive Ricker-based S–R models,

namely, the Ricker model with ln-linear environmental impact

and the Ricker model with ln-quadratic polynomial

environmental impact (Gao and Wang, 2021). The former

can better describe the recruitment of P. trituberculatus under

the impacts of environmental factors. Thus, the Ricker model

with ln-linear environmental impact was selected as the optimal

form describing change in recruitment under the impacts of

environmental factors. Then, we predicted the probabilities of P.

trituberculatus recruitment under different combinations of

environmental factors on the basis of extreme environmental

conditions (the best and the worst combination of

environmental factors).
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Research data

This study used P. trituberculatus collected from the

northern East China Sea during May 2015 to May 2016 as

experimental samples (mainly from crab pots, gill nets, and

single otter trawl vessels). Biological data (carapace width,

carapace length, body weight, and gender) were obtained by

statistical measurement of the samples and grouped based on

carapace width (CW, mm). Furthermore, the structural

composition of P. trituberculatus in the survey area (Figure 1)

was determined by measuring the mean weight and proportion

of individuals in different groups. Therefore, recruitment of P.

trituberculatus was defined in this study as crabs with carapace

widths in the range of 60–80 mm (Gao andWang, 2021). On the

basis of information obtained from the survey data of P.

trituberculatus between 2015 and 2016, the annual spawning

stock and recruitment were estimated. Furthermore, catch data

from 2001 to 2014 were obtained from the Zhejiang Provincial
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Statistical Yearbook and the Zhoushan Fisheries Bureau

(unpublished). Vogt (2012) suggested that the most

widespread method for determining the age of wild population

of crustaceans is to analyze the length–frequency distribution.

Therefore, the age of P. trituberculatus was calculated based on

the carapace width in this study. We assumed that there is no

significant interannual change in the CW composition of P.

trituberculatus (Gao and Wang, 2021). Recruitments during

2001 and 2014 were calculated from the catch data according

to the ratio of carapace width in the survey samples. According

to the catch data, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) were used in calculating the

abundance of P. trituberculatus each year:

NL+DL,a+Da = NL,ae
−ZL,Da (1)

CL,a =
FL,a

FL,a+ML
NL,a 1 − e−ZL,a

� �

             FL,a = FaSe, L
(2)

where N represents the abundance of P. trituberculatus, Z

represents the coefficient of total mortality, Da represents the

range of ages, i.e., the time course it has undergone, a, represents

a certain age, C represents catch, Se represents the selectivity of

fishing gear, L represents the body width, and a represents age.

The parameters introduced by Wang et al. (2017b), including

coefficient of natural mortality (M) and coefficient of fishing

mortality (F), were used.

In recent years, the scales of the stock enhancement and

release (Figure 1) of P. trituberculatus have been increasing, and

the species has gradually become an important enhancement

species (Ariyama, 2000; Xie et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016). P.

trituberculatus enhancement and releasing have considerable

impacts on natural populations (Hamasaki et al., 2004). Thus, in

the analysis of impacts on the environmental factors of S–R

relationship, the effects of enhancement and releasing must be
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eliminated. Releasing data from 2011 to 2015 were obtained

from fishery management departments. Because the quantities

of P. trituberculatus releasing were relatively small before 2011,

releasing records were incomplete in those years. Accordingly,

based on the number of enhancements and releases in 2011, we

inversely calculated the enhancement and releasing data of P.

trituberculatus from 2001 to 2010 (the releasing number in the

second year was supposed to be 10% higher than that of the

previous year according to the consultation of the fishery

management department). We then used Eq. (1) to calculate

recruitments from the releasing group for corresponding years

and excluded them from the total recruitment data.

The marine environmental data of the sea level height and sea

surface salinity were derived from National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)1, and the temporal

resolution was annual average by month; the data of the red

tide area were derived from the China Ocean Yearbook, which

takes the total area of red tide occurrence along the coast of

Zhejiang Province as an index; The total landing times of the

typhoon with wind force above 6 near the center (Ying et al., 2014)

landing in Zhejiang Province are taken as the typhoon index, the

data were obtained from the typhoon data website2, and the time

resolution is year. The time series of environmental factors is from

2001 to 2014 (because of the lag of the environmental impact on

the recruitment, the recruitment of the current year may be

influenced by the environment of the previous year). Thus,

except for sea surface salinity, other environmental data

correspond to the annual lag of the recruitment.
FIGURE 1

Map of sampling area of P. trituberculatus during 2015 and 2016 (Gao and Wang, 2021). [The points in the figure represent the enhancement
and releasing areas centered on Zhoushan (1), Ningbo (2), Taizhou (3), and Wenzhou (4).
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2.2 Analyses

2.2.1 Ricker-type S-R model
In previous studies, we analyzed the relationship between

environmental factors and recruitment of P. trituberculatus and

compared different Ricker-type models with different

environmental factors. Based on the traditional Ricker model,

two Ricker-type S–R models (ln-linear environment and ln-

quadratic polynomial environmental models) considering

environmental factors were established (Gao and Wang, 2021).

Moreover, when establishing the Ricker-type models, the

environmental condition indices were used instead of a in the

traditional Ricker model, and multiplication and addition

calculations were performed separately (Gao and Wang, 2021).

Gao and Wang (2021) indicated that the Ricker-type model

with environmental factors, compared with the traditional

Ricker model, is more accurate in describing the S–R

relationship of P. trituberculatus. Meanwhile, the Ricker-type

model with ln-linear environmental impact performs better than

that with ln-quadratic polynomial environmental impact. The

former model expression was as follows:

ln Rt+1ð Þ − lnSt = lna

+−bSt + a1  AORT + a2SLH + a3SSS + a4TYP + ϵð Þ (3)

where Rt+1 represents the recruitment in the next year and St
represents the spawning stock biomass in year t. a (the index

that independent of stock death) and b (the index that depends

on stock death) are parameters in the model. a1,a2,a3, anda4

represent the coefficients of the four marine environmental

factors [area of red tide area (AORT), sea level height (SLH),

sea surface salinity (SSS), and typhoon landing times (TYP),

respectively]. Moreover, ϵ is the error structure that have the log

normal distribution relationship, ϵ ~N (0, s2 ).
Therefore, in this study, we selected the Ricker-type model

with ln-linear environmental impact and four environmental

factors for our assessment model (Table A1 in Appendix A

provides a detailed model summary):

ln Rð Þ − ln Sð Þ = 6:84 + 0:30S − 0:03AORT − 2:47SLH

− 0:12SSS − 0:26TYP + ϵ (4)
2.2.2 Simulation environmental factor
combination

The degree of occurrence of environmental factors varied;

for example, the occurrence probabilities of one typhoon and

three typhoons in a year are not equal, and the probability for the

latter is usually lower than the former. Therefore, to ensure the

accuracy of the environmental data simulation in the study, we

analyzed the distribution of the four environmental factors from

2001 to 2014.
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The MASS package in R (Version 3.5.3), which provides the

function of checking the distribution of single variables for

different types of data, were used in evaluating the

distributions of the four environmental factors (methods

including maximum likelihood, moment matching, quantile

matching, and t-test were used) (Delignette-Muller and

Dutang, 2015). In the current study, each environmental factor

was assumed to be one of the five hypothetical distributions

(Weibull, gamma, normal, exponential, and log-normal

distributions). We used the fitdistrplus function in the MASS

package to fit multiple distributions (parameter q∈Rd) to the

environmental data set. In this way, the optimal distribution of

each environmental factor can be determined. The distribution

parameter was estimated using the maximum likelihood

function with the following formula:

L qð Þ =
Yn

i=1 f (xijq) (5)

where q represents the parameter of the distribution, xi
represents the ith observed value of the variable x, and f( .|q)
represents the density function of the distribution of

the parameter.

We used the corresponding distribution functions to

simulate (repeated 10,000 times to maximize accuracy, i.e.,

sufficient environmental simulation data for subsequent

research) environmental data according to the distributions of

the four environmental factors. Given that the annual SSB of P.

trituberculatus in the natural environment also varied, we

assumed that the SSB followed a normal distribution and

randomly generated a spawning stock with a normal

distribution (m is equal to the average value of SSB from 2001

to 2014, and the resulting sd = 0.882 × 103 million individuals

was obtained from the analysis of the observation data of

spawning stock biomass). Origin-pro (Version 2020) was used

in analyzing the influences of different combinations of

environmental factors on recruitment at a given spawning

stock level. Recruitments predicted by the Ricker-type model

were analyZed and fitted. We also analyZed the required SSB at a

given P. trituberculatus recruitment level and the effects of

extreme environmental factors on it.

2.2.3 Probability analysis of the combination of
environmental factors

We assumed that the probability of the occurrence of each

extreme environmental factor accounts for 5% of the total; that

is, data smaller than the first 5% quantile and larger than the 95%

quantile of environmental data were selected as extreme

environments (Qi and Cai, 2019). Then, probability analyses

were performed for the combination of the two kinds of extreme

environmental conditions. The MASS package in R was used to

fit the distribution of predicted recruitment, and the density

function curve and cumulative distribution function (CDF)

(APPENDIX A) were obtained.
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The combinations of the best and worst environmental

factors were screened step by step in the simulated data, then

the probabilities of their occurrence were obtained. In addition,

the probability of recruitment occurring at a given SSB level

under the combined influence of environmental factors was also

obtained. To quantify the relationship between SSB and

recruitment, we tested the distribution of predictive

recruitment for the complex changes of environmental factors.

The probabilities of the occurrence of recruitment of P.

trituberculatus for the two extreme cases were calculated.

In this study, we also provide a detailed flowchart to clearly

explain the research process (Table A1).
3 Results

3.1 Simulation analyses

3.1.1 Simulation results of
environmental factors

The fitting results of the distribution of environmental

factors are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. In each

environmental distribution fitting, only one distribution
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
simultaneously meets the selection criteria [minimum AIC,

BIC value (Appendix B), and the maximum likelihood value)],

which is the optimal distribution of environmental factors

(Table 1). Additionally, histograms and theoretical density,

quantile–quantile plot (Q–Q plot), empirical and theoretical

CDFs, and probability–probability plot (P–P plot) visually

showed the difference and similarity of the fitting of the

hypothetical distribution to the prediction data (Figure 2). The

results show that the most suitable distribution of the area of red

tide and sea surface salinity is the Weibull distribution. In

contrast, the most suitable distribution of sea level height and

typhoon landing times is normal distribution and exponential

distribution, respectively.

3.1.2 Distribution selection of
recruitment prediction

In Figure 3, the Monte Carlo simulation origin (observations

displayed as circular points) falls on the dotted line representing

the log-normal distribution, which indicates that the predicted

recruitment (Ȓ) of P. trituberculatus under the comprehensive

effect of the environment is log-normally distributed. The

meanlog and sdlog, the location and scale parameters

associated with the log-normal distribution, are 2.599 and

0.380, respectively. These parameters are the mean and

standard deviation of the logarithm of the recruitment. The

fitting results show that the skewness is 1.125, and the kurtosis

is 5.458.
3.2 Comprehensive changes in the
environmental factors

3.2.1 Different combinations of
environmental factors

The results in Figure 4 show that the impact of different

environmental combinations on the recruitment varies because

the environmental factors change every year. Four

environmental factors change synchronously, but the red tide

area and typhoon have obvious influences on recruitment

(Figure 4). The reason may be that the red tide area and

typhoon are marine disaster environments, which can have

sudden and destructive effects on the survival of P.

trituberculatus. Apart from red tide, typhoon is a main factor

affecting the recruitment of P. trituberculatus. When the

frequency of typhoon reaches its maximum, recruitment

changes greatly even if other environmental factors are in a

relatively good combination (situations that minimally affect the

dynamic of recruitment). Sea surface salinity (the optimal

salinity of P. trituberculatus is approximately 28–35) affects the

recruitment of P. trituberculatus. The results in Figure 4 show

that the recruitment of P. trituberculatus increases with salinity,

and recruitment tends to decrease when salinity reaches 35. The
TABLE 1 Comparison of fitting results of different distributions of
environmental factors.

Factor Distribution AIC BIC Loglikelihood

AORT Weibull 80.43 81.7 −38.21

gamma 81.15 82.42 −38.57

norm 82.14 83.42 −39.07

exp 81.83 82.47 −39.92

lnorm 83.14 84.42 −39.57

SLH Weibull – – –

gamma – – –

norm −34.97 −33.69 19.48

exp – – –

lnorm – – –

SSS Weibull 56.28 57.56 −26.14

gamma 58.63 59.91 −27.31

norm 58.36 59.64 −27.18

exp 126.84 127.48 −62.42

lnorm 58.77 60.05 −27.39

TYP Weibull – – –

gamma – – –

norm 41.57 42.85 −18.79

exp 30 30.64 −14

lnorm - - -
AORT indicates red tide area, SLH indicates sea level height, SSS indicates salinity, TYP
indicates typhoon landing times. The “-” represents the value of the selection criterion
vacancy for which the data cannot be fitted to the current distribution. Bold values
represent the AIC, BIC, and Loglikelihood values of the best distribution for each factor,
respectively.
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reason is that high and low salt can affect the feeding of P.

trituberculatus and even cause death.

3.2.2 Recruitment under the condition of given
spawning stock biomass

Under the premise of controlling for environmental

variables (selecting the average value), the effects of changes in

the other two environments on the recruitment are shown in

Figure 5. The results demonstrate that the variation range of P.

trituberculatus recruitment abundance is from 5.50 × 103 million

individuals to 28.50 × 103 million individuals when the average

values of the red tide area and the sea level height were used. The

recruitment value reaches its maximum when the frequency of

typhoon landfall times is 0, and the maximum recruitment value
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
is 28.50 × 103 million individuals (Figure 5A). Meanwhile,

recruitment decreases with the increasing frequency of

typhoon landfall and sea surface salinity. When the landfall

frequency of typhoon is 2, and sea surface salinity is 31, the

recruitment of P. trituberculatus is approximately 11.25 × 103

million individuals. Similarly, the interaction of sea level height

with the typhoon landing times (Figure 5B) and sea surface

salinity (Figure 5C), respectively, led to fluctuations in the

recruitment of P. trituberculatus within a certain range. The

maximum recruitment of P. trituberculatus was 24.25 × 103

million individuals and 28.70 × 103 million individuals,

respectively. When the sea level height is 0 m, the recruitment

under the influence of typhoon landing times and sea surface

salinity is 17.58 × 103 million individuals and 23.33 × 103 million
A B

DC

FIGURE 2

Distribution of simulated data of four environmental factors from 2001 to 2014. (A) Red tide area, (B) sea level height, (C) sea surface salinity,
and (D) typhoon landing times.
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FIGURE 3

Distribution of projected recruitment data. These yellow dots represent the step values, while the different symbols represent the various
distribution models. The distribution type of the data is the theoretical distribution represented by the nearest symbol of the observed value
(blue solid dots). The horizontal and vertical axes indicate skewness and kurtosis, respectively.
FIGURE 4

Combined effects of environmental factors on the recruitment of Portunus trituberculatus.
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individuals, respectively. Based on the above results, we know

that the typhoon has a greater impact on the recruitment than

sea surface salinity.

When any two of the environmental factors affecting the P.

trituberculatus recruitment are set to their average values,

different combinations of the other factors are obviously

constrained by the change of another two environmental
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
factors. Typhoon landfall times, sea surface salinity, and sea

level height combine with red tide area successively. Therefore,

the effect of the combination of red tide area and different

environmental factors on recruitment were analyZed. The results

show that when the red tide area was ignored, under the effects

of typhoon landfall times, sea surface salinity, and sea surface

height, the P. trituberculatus recruitment is approximately
A B

D

E F

C

FIGURE 5

Contour map of recruitment with different environmental factors combinations. Note: At a given spawning biomass level (average value of 6.008 ×
103t), choose to control two environmental variables (average value: AORT (6.367×103km2), SLH (0.017 m), SSS (31.77) and TYP (1)) to study the effect
of a combination of two other different environments on recruitment. The control variables were selected as follows: When the red tide area (AORT) is
the mean, it can be combined with the mean of the sea level height (SLH) (A), sea surface salinity (SSS) (B), and typhoon landing times (TYP) (C)
respectively to become the control variable; When SLH is the mean, it can be combined with the mean of SSS (D) and TYP (E), respectively, to become
the control variable; Finally, SSS and TYP were averaged as control variables (F). Ȓepresents the predicted value of recruitment.
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20.70 × 103 million individuals (Figure 5D), 25.70 × 103 million

individuals (Figure 5E), and 22 × 103 million individuals

(Figure 5F), respectively.
3.3 Probability analysis

3.3.1 Probability of extreme
environmental condition

The histogram in Figure 6 shows the simulated frequency

distribution of environmental factors, and the scatter plot shows

the variation in recruitment under the influence of each

environmental factor at different frequencies. Strictly speaking,

the greater the frequency of environmental factors in a certain

range is, the denser the distribution of recruitment is. The results

show that the highest frequency of red tide area is 2 × 103km2 to

4 × 103 km2 (21%), and the recruitment distribution in this range

is denser than the recruitment distributions in other ranges

(Figure 6A). When the sea level height is 0–0.05 m, the highest

probability is approximately 6% (Figure 6B). The highest

probability of salinity appears in the range of 32–33,

accounting for nearly 20% (Figure 6C). The landfall times of
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typhoon level 6 and above less than or equal to 1 annually are the

most common, accounting for 80% of the total (Figure 6D).

In general, the recruitment of P. trituberculatus decreases with

increasing red tide area, landfall frequency of typhoons, sea surface

salinity, and sea level height until it reaches its lowest value

(Figure 6). When the environmental factors reach an optimal

combination, red tide area, sea level height, sea surface salinity, and

typhoon landing frequency are approximately 1.08 × 103km2,

−0.084 m, 28.8, and 0, respectively. For the worst combination,

the four environmental factors are approximately 13 × 103km2 (red

tide area), 0.119 m (sea level height), 33.948 (sea surface salinity),

and 3 (typhoon landing times).

3.3.2 Probability of recruitment under the
influence of environment

As a result of the comprehensive changes of environmental

factors, the predicted recruitment fluctuates within a certain range.

The minimum for the recruitment abundance is 4.79 × 103 million

individuals, and the maximum is 34.99 × 103 million individuals.

According to the analysis results, the probability of the worst and

the best environmental conditions (the lower and upper 5%

proportions) are 2.02% and 1.92%, respectively.
A B

DC

FIGURE 6

Frequency distribution histogram of the simulation results of environmental factors and the scatter plot between environmental factors and Ȓ
(Predicted value of recruitment). It describes the frequency of environmental factors area of red tide (A), sea level height (B), sea surface salinity
(C), typhoon landing times (D) in different groups, and the responses of Ȓ under varying degrees of changes in each environmental factor.
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The histogram and density estimate in Figure 7 show that

the probability density (8%) of the P. trituberculatus recruitment

abundance is between 10 × 103 and 15 × 103 million individuals.

In addition, the difference in CDF in the empirical accumulation

distribution with 15 × 103 million individuals CDF minus

10 × 103 million individuals is consistent with the above

calculation results. The probability of a randomly selected P.

trituberculatus recruitment abundance between 10 × 103 and

15 × 103 million individuals is approximately 39.56%. The

results indicate that if the recruitment abundance is at a low

level, that is, below 5 × 103 million individuals, P. trituberculatus

resources may be at risk. When the recruitment is 5 × 103 million

individuals, the probability of extreme environment (the best or

the worst) under the combined change of various factors has a

possibility of 0.4%. The critical points of the recruitment

abundance of P. trituberculatus is 6.394 × 103 million

individuals (a = 0.05) for the worst environmental

combination and 28.305 × 103 million individuals for the best

environmental combination. In other words, if the recruitment

abundance of P. trituberculatus is less than 6.394 × 103 million

individuals or higher than 28.305 × 103 million individuals, it

may have experienced the worst or best environmental condition

(with a = 0.05).
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4 Discussion

4.1 Dynamics of environmental factors

To understand the variations on fishery resources, it is

necessary to conduct the stock assessment. The relationship

between environmental conditions and biological recruitment is

one of the critical points. Gao and Wang (2021) indicated that

multiple environmental variables are more accurate for the

assessment of the impacts of environmental factors on the

recruitment of P. trituberculatus. This result is consistent with

the results of Williams and Quinn (2000), who reported that

mult ip le environmental var iables show significant

improvements in model prediction accuracy compared with

single environmental variable models.

The interactions of several environmental factors produce

joint effects, which, in turn, affect fishery resources. For example,

frequency, area, and the duration of each occurrence of red tide

vary because of their individual characteristics, and may also be

affected by other environmental factors such as air pressure,

water temperature, strong typhoon, and ocean current. In this

study, we found that the different combination levels of

environmental factor have different effects on the stock–
FIGURE 7

Histogram and CDF plots of an empirical distribution for a continuous variable.
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recruitment relationship. In Figure 4, red tide area and typhoon

landing times have significant impacts on the recruitment of P.

trituberculatus, and typhoon landing times remarkably fluctuate.

Strictly speaking, both factors are marine disaster factors and can

cause huge natural disasters. We used the probability method to

analyze the combination of various environmental factors and

extreme environment conditions to fully consider the

uncertainty of environmental changes.
4.2 Mechanisms for the impact of
typhoons on recruitment

Our results indicate that red tide and typhoon are the two

dominant factors affecting the recruitment of P. trituberculatus.

Different environmental combinations have different effects on

the recruitment of P. trituberculatus. Regardless of how red tide

area changes, the recruitment of P. trituberculatus is always at

the minimum level under the influence of typhoon landing

times. Ariyama and Secor (2010) found that the frequency and

timing of typhoons may promote the recruitment of P.

trituberculatus. In contrast, our research indicates that

typhoons have the largest impact on P. trituberculatus

recruitment to cause recruitment failure.

The influence of typhoons on the recruitment of P.

trituberculatus is mainly reflected in two aspects. On the one

hand, the passage of typhoons can affect the marine

environment in which the P. trituberculatus live, leading to

population changes. Strong winds during typhoons can trigger

upwelling, altering physical (Lin et al., 2003), chemical (Babin

et al., 2004), and biological (Chen et al., 2015) processes in the

upper ocean, leading to dramatic changes in the variety of

marine environments. This change may induce a stress

response in P. trituberculatus, thereby altering the body’s

physiological functions (Chen et al., 2018). Wang et al.

(2017a) analyzed and explored nine-strong typhoons in the

East China Sea and reported that the Chl-a concentration,

SST, and precipitation changed after the typhoon passed.

These environmental changes can lead to higher integrated

nutrient concentrations in coastal areas, accelerating

phytoplankton growth, and thus triggering red tide events

(Zhao et al., 2008). In addition, typhoons cause drastic

changes in seawater salinity, leading to a sudden increase in

the salinity of the upper ocean (Lee et al., 2017). Changes in the

above environmental factors reduce the tolerance of P.

trituberculatus to the environment and affect molting

and growth.

On the other hand, the summer and autumn seasons in the

East China Sea are periods of the frequent occurrence of

typhoons (storm surges). The main spawning period of P.

trituberculatus is from April to July, and the peak period of

larval growth is from early June to mid-September, which is the

same as the typhoon outbreak period (Grossmann et al., 2015;
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Gao and Wang, 2021). Furthermore, the reproductive migration

time of P. trituberculatus occurs during typhoon seasons,

juvenile crabs are vulnerable to typhoons, and their swimming

activities and adaptability to the environment are poor; thus,

they easily die, and their death affects recruitment. This result

can well explain the obvious increase in mortality after typhoon.

Therefore, we speculate that typhoons play a leading role in

changes in recruitment.
4.3 Effects of extreme environmental
conditions on recruitment

Extreme events occur when environmental factors in marine

ecosystems deviate significantly from their average states. The

intensities and frequencies of extreme events or disaster-causing

factors affect the level of resource biomass. In the early life of P.

trituberculatus, swimming, foraging, and other survival ability

are poor, and it can only “drift with the current”. During this

period, if it encounters strong typhoons, torrential rain, and

other extreme weather conditions, its recruitment is

considerably affected. If the SSB of P. trituberculatus is at a

low level, the sustainability of recruitment faces great risks.

Discontinuous events and extreme events have impacts on the

recruitment of fishery resources (Brander, 2010). Although the

probability of occurrence of extreme environments is extremely

low, it is unavoidable for the analyses of fish stock assessment.

Moreover, once it occurs, it leads to changes in the biomass of

biological resources. If P. trituberculatus encounters an extremely

bad environmental condition, resource becomes extremely fragile.

If P. trituberculatus is caught blindly without effective assessment,

overfishing occurs. Under adverse environmental conditions,

catch considerably declines (Jacobson and Maccall, 1995;

Schreiber et al., 2011). Therefore, the assessment and probability

estimation of extreme marine environments have practical

significance for the assessment and management of fishery

resources. When P. trituberculatus is insufficiently recruited due

to the impact of an adverse environment, managers should

promptly adopt appropriate fishing strategies or carry out stock

enhancement to ensure its sustainability.
4.4 Management under different
environment combinations

Changes in marine environments are ultimately the main

factors affecting changes in fishery resources. Researchers found

that the resources of P. trituberculatus fluctuate greatly annually,

and catch shows irregular changes in “large and small years”

(Zheng et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2007). These findings indicate

that the growth and recruitment of P. trituberculatus vary under

different environmental conditions. Marshall et al. (2003) pointed

out that preserving populations with sufficient reproductive
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potential was the basic goal of fishery management, which greatly

depended on the levels of environmental factors. Zwolinski and

Demer (2012) showed that overfishing during the periods of low

productivity accelerate the decline of a population. Therefore,

maintaining the SSB above the past average level (6.008 × 103 t in

this study) is sensible.

Generally speaking, good marine environmental conditions

can provide sufficient bait and suitable spawning ground and

feeding ground for the growth of P. trituberculatus and increase

its survival rate and recruitment. A poor marine environment

increases the mortality of juvenile P. trituberculatus and is thus

an obstacle to its growth and recruitment. It may further lead to

obvious fluctuations between generations. Maintaining the basic

spawning population is the key to the stable development of P.

trituberculatus resources. Managers should formulate strict

fishing specifications and implement stock enhancement.

Moreover, predicting the trend of climate change is effective in

the utilization of good environmental years, enhancement of

resource abundance, and protection of spawning populations in

poor environmental years (Guan and Xuan, 2019). Therefore, in

the management of quota catch, changing trends of

environmental factors should be fully considered, and

reasonable management strategies based on resource and

climate are necessary.

Marine environments are complex and usually cannot be

predicted accurately because various factors may influence one

another. When environmental elements in a marine ecosystem

deviate significantly from their average states, extreme events

occur. In such situation, the traditional stock assessment method

may be no longer applicable. Many scholars established optimal

probability distribution models to evaluate the impact of

extreme events on biological recruitment (Ding and Jiang,

2009). These models should be fully utilized in the

management and utilization of fisheries resource.
4.5 Limitations and constraints

The time series of available data is short due to the data

limitations. The data during the short period of time are

insufficient for the verification of the distribution of

environmental factors. Thus, the prediction of the final

probability may not be the actual situation. In future research, we

will comprehensively analyze the dynamic relationship between

marine environments and populations based on more data to

provide more accurate recruitment and probability prediction.
5 Conclusions

The present study results can partially explain the influence

of the marine environment on the spawning stock–recruitment
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relationship of P. trituberculatus. Compared with the traditional

Ricker model, the Ricker-type model with ln-linear

environmental impact provides more accurate information

about the influence of the environment on the population

dynamics of P. trituberculatus. The results showed that the

population fluctuation of P. trituberculatus was driven by the

marine environment to some extent. The comprehensive effects

of different environments impact the recruitment of P.

trituberculatus, especially in extreme environments, which

even lead to change in the relationship between the spawning

stock biomass and recruitment. The AORT and TYP are two

critical factors influencing the recruitment of P. trituberculatus.

In this study, we propose a probability distribution, which helps

improve the accuracy of recruitment estimation. This

information can improve the population assessment to explore

the proximate spawning stock–recruitment relationship of

P. trituberculatus.
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